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There are undoubtedly many peculiarities in the ways that different concepts
of dissociation and double dissociation have been deployed in cognitive
neuropsychology. Nonetheless, justified skepticism about overenthusiastic claims
for the power and specificity of inferences from double dissociation (Dunn and
Kirsner, 2003, this issue) should not obscure how important the search for
dissociations was (and remains) in driving both empirical discovery and
theoretical model-building.

The emphasis that many neuropsychologists place on strong double
dissociations (patient A is severely impaired on task 1 but scores within normal
limits on task 2, while patient B shows exactly the opposite effects) was
undoubtedly motivated by the thought that they would help reveal putative
mental modules in the functional architecture of cognition. But, to the best of
our recall, no-one ever believed that double dissociations are “some sort of royal
road to understanding the structure of the mind” (Ellis and Young, 1988). As
Ellis and Young (1988) continue: “Having unearthed a double dissociation, there
is a lot of work to be done in determining just what processes mediate aspects
of tasks 1 and 2 independently, and what processes, if any, the two tasks share
in common”.

Eventually, a sufficiently large body of data (from normal and pathological
performance) and ideas will have accumulated to make it plausible to model
formally a particular psychological system. One domain where (thanks in part
and in the first place to neuropsychological double dissociations) this has
occurred is the study of reading (Marshall and Newcombe, 1973). Thus the
validity of specific classical models of reading that have been made
computationally explicit (Coltheart et al., 2001) can now be evaluated against
specific non-classical ‘connectionist’ models (Plaut et al., 1996; Zorzi et al.,
1998; Farrar and Van Orden, 2001). There is much entertainment to be had in
this context: scholars who are opposed (sometimes ferociously) to modular
functional architectures are nevertheless obliged by the empirical datato show
how their connectionist (Plaut, 1995) or dynamic systems (Van Orden et al.,
1997) models can give rise to the ubiquitous double dissociations revealed by
careful neuropsychological investigations. For Van Orden et al. (2001), double
dissociations clearly exist but their existence does not licence inference to the
claim that the two dissociated tasks must involve distinct cognitive modules
unless, they claim, modularity has been presupposed in the first place.

But this raises the question of whether it is true that connectionist systems
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which can be fine-tuned to show double dissociations really do so “… in the
absence of clear divisions of function or modularity” (Dunn and Kirsner, 2003,
this issue). There has been, we suspect, considerable confusion here. Let us
return to reading. Classical two- (or three-) route models postulate components
that include letter-representations, semantic representations, and phonological
representations, interconnected by feedforward and feedback pathways (see
Figure 1 of Newcombe and Marshall, 1981; and the discussion in Büchel and
Friston, 2001). By contrast, connectionist models postulate components that
include letter nodes, phoneme nodes and semantic nodes and their
interconnections (see Figure 1 of Van Orden et al., 1997). Dual-route theorists
interpret double dissociations as impairments of route one in patient one and of
route two in patient two (with in each case relative preservation of the other
route). Connectionists change the parameter that links phonological nodes and
semantic nodes in one direction for patient one and in the opposite direction for
patient two. Plus ça change, plus c’est la même chose. To suggest that
“dissociations do not imply a partition of anything” (Dunn and Kirsner, 2003,
this issue) is not a tenable position. At very least, they must partition the setting
of parameters in connectionist models. It does, however, remain to be shown
whether the double dissociations that can occur in small networks will scale-up
appropriately to the size of neuronal ensembles involved in human brain
functions (Bullinaria and Chater, 1995).

Now we do not, of course, intend to argue that there are no differences
between particular computational models of reading expressed within particular
connectionist or non-connectionist frameworks. Yes, there is important diversity
between models in, for example, what range of different reading tasks they
account for, and how accurately they simulate the latencies and error-types seen
in empirical studies of human subjects, both normal volunteers and neurological
patients. But these are considerations at a level of detail that is simply not
addressed by worrying about the legitimacy of deploying double dissociations as
evidence relevant to cutting nature at its joints.

True, there are scholars who sometimes appear to believe that cognition has
no joints at all, but it would be polite to assume that this is polemic rhetoric, not
a reasoned conclusion. Van Orden and Paap (1997) have claimed that “each and
every component of a system contributes to every behavior of the whole system”
but even if this were so, the force of such a conclusion would be extremely
limited: some components would contribute very very little to a given behaviour
while another component would contribute greatly. Exactly how much of a
contribution would they suggest that the letter nodes of Farrar and Van Orden
(2001) make to recognizing a familiar melody?

Van Orden and Paap (1997) argue that, with respect to functional
neuroimaging, the mere fact of “a complex pattern of interaction” between
neuronal ensembles and/or cognitive variables suffices to rule out modular
theories. But this is an extremely odd claim to make when current methods for
measuring effective connectivity in neuroimaging studies specifically
“characterize the interactions between brain regions which underlie the complex
interactions among different processing stages of functional architectures”
(Büchel and Friston, 2001). The presence of “non-linear modulatory (feedback)
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connections” (Büchel and Friston, 2001) between brain regions does not imply
that there are no functionally-defined brain regions.

Nonetheless, the existence of double dissociations per seindeed tells us not
much more about mental functions than that there may be at least two of them,
to misquote Dunn and Kirsner (2003, this issue). Further evidence is required to
know if the “them” are systems, processes, functions, networks, linkages, data-
stores, nodes, thresholds, parameter-settings, modules … and always assuming,
of course, that these terms can themselves be made sufficiently precise to have
any real content (Marshall, 1984). Yet one should not be too surprised that
double dissociations “prove” very little: there is no deductive or inductive logic
of discovery (Popper, 1959). There are only conjectures and attempted
refutations. Double dissociations help us to make plausible conjectures about the
functional architecture of mind, conjectures that can then be further explored
with some of the «process-decomposition» methods deployed by Sternberg
(2001). A fair reading of the history of neuropsychology indicates that double
dissociations have performed rather well in this respect.

But double dissociations in and of themselves may not always distinguish
between classic (modular) and connectionist architectures. Be that as it may,
fractionations of behaviour will not go away just because of the danger in
classical models that «we will eventually need as many functions or modules or
systems as there are tasks for humans to do» (Dunn and Kirsner, 2003, this
issue). That danger is in any case matched by the possibility that many current
connectionist models have the power of universal Turing machines and could
thus in principle account for any conceivable pattern of data. Minsky and Papert
(1969) proved that there are some functions that the first generation of
perceptrons cannot compute. It is not known, as far as we are aware, whether
similar constraints apply to current connectionist models. Unless and until such
constraints are formulated, connectionists too are living in glass houses and
hence should not throw stones.
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